
COLLECTING SYSTEMS 
FOR MOULDED PARTS 
FROM HOLZER

SAFE. CLEAN. 
EFFICIENT.



Melt granulate. Plasticise. Dose. Demould. Melt granu-
late. Plasticise. Dose. Demould … The higher the cycle 
frequency and the more sensitive the parts, the more 
care needs to be taken between demoulding and 
further transport. Just a few centimeter can make the 
difference between quality products and rejects. And 
rejects are expensive.

Holzer collecting systems for injection moulded parts 
ensure precise material flow right at the interface be-
tween demoulding and further transport. Whether the 
parts drop into a box, a tray or onto a conveyor belt. 

Holzer supplies the right collecting system for every 
injection moulding machine, every transport system, 
and every injection moulded part. As a collecting 
funnel, side protection curtain or gravity chute. And 
always from materials that are particularly kind to your 
injection moulded parts.

“Using an efficient collecting system 
can vastly improve the productivity 
of an injection moulding machine. We 
develop custom solutions to achieve 
just that.”

 OLAF HOLZER

MORE EFFICIENCY FOR 
YOUR INJECTION MOULDING



YOUR GUARANTORS OF
INNOVATION AND QUALITY

Hans-Dieter Trinkle. Our master electrician. 
Always with a direct line to our Production 
Department.

Patrick Schulz. As a divisional manager, 
he ensures optimal processes.

Ingo Meyer. Our new Head of Sales. 
Welcome to the team!

Marco Schneider. Our master craftsman 
responsible for optimal tools.

Nadine Klopfer. The all-rounder who 
keeps everything running smoothly.

Herbert Keck. Our assembly and 
installation guru. There’s no such 
thing as impossible.

Sandra Matzas: As a production planner, 
she always has a Plan B in reserve.

Christian Illenberger. Talent nurtured 
at Holzer. Responsible for fast order 
processing.

The team behind the scenes form the basis for the 
success of Holzer GmbH. Our staff stand out for their 
high specialist qualifications and commitment. Get to 
know some of them here.



CUSTOM SOLUTIONS 
FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS

LAMELLA COLLECTING FUNNEL 
LAFTBE, DOUBLE-WALLED

+   Movable

+   Attached to the mould or the  
clamping plates

+   Hoses are passed through double-walled 
lamellas

+   Fabric flame-retardant, slitted

COLLECTING FUNNEL AFTBE, 
STRAIGHT

+  Movable

+   Attached to the mould or the  
clamping plates

+   Straight runout for the ejection of  
parts e.g. onto a conveyor belt or into a 
container under the mould

+  Optional: baffler, reinforcement

GRAVITY CHUTE AWS

+   Lightweight metal frame made of  
aluminium profiles

+   Easy installation with chains and perma-
nent magnets on the rigid machine base

+   Various fabrics available

+   Movable versions that travel with the 
mould or rigid versions

+   Sizes and designs geared to your  
application

COLLECTING FUNNEL AFTBE, 
DIAGONAL

+  Movable

+   Attached to the mould or the  
clamping plates

+   Diagonal runout for the ejection of  
parts, e.g. onto a conveyor belt or into a 
container at the side of the machine

+   Optional: baffler, reinforcement,  
replaceable base

SIDE PROTECTION CURTAIN

+   Holder made of aluminium profiles

+   Easy installation with permanent 
magnets

+   Robust special fabric that travels with 
the mould

+   Roll-up mechanism for continuous  
operation (over 6 million cycles)

+   Low space requirement between mould 
and bars

FOLDING CURTAIN

+   Easy installation with permanent 
magnets

+   Robust special fabric

+   Low space requirement between mould 
and bars

Starting with our standard products, we develop 
for you simple, efficient and cost-effective col-
lecting systems precisely geared to your machine 
and requirements. So you can produce efficiently, 
rapidly and without transport damage.



WORLDWIDE

Holzer GmbH
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